The Ultimate Masters Drinking Game Rules

Take ONE Drink if...

Jim Nantz says, “A tradition unlike any other.”

Azaleas are mentioned.

A former one-time winner is shown playing.

A hole’s nickname is used.

Ten triplex mowers are seen mowing in unison.

Jack or Gary are shown hitting the ceremonial tee shots.

A ball rolls slowly enough that you can read its brand.

You see Jack Nicklaus receiving his sixth green jacket.

Condoleezza Rice is seen wearing her green jacket.

Phil Mickelson throws a thumbs-up to the gallery.

A putt breaks toward Rae’s Creek.

You hear bird noises.
Take TWO Drinks if...

Tiger's famous chip from 2005 is shown.

You see Greg Norman collapsing to his knees in 1996.

Anyone is shown crying.

Bubba Watson misses a shot and motions towards his caddie.

Azaleas are shown along with the sound of a guitar.

Jordan Spieth looks at the hole while putting.

The words pimento cheese are heard.

Coverage is thrown to the Butler Cabin.

Patrons wearing hats with five or more Masters badges are spotted.